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ABSTRACT

Entity retrieval is the task of finding entities such as people or products in response to a query, based solely on the textual documents they are associated with. Recent semantic entity retrieval algorithms represent queries and experts in finite-dimensional vector spaces, where both are constructed from text sequences.

We investigate entity vector spaces and the degree to which they capture structural regularities. Such vector spaces are constructed in an unsupervised manner without explicit information about structural aspects. For concreteness, we address these questions for a specific type of entity: experts in the context of expert finding. We discover how clusterings of experts correspond to committees in organizations, the ability of expert representations to encode the co-author graph, and the degree to which they encode academic rank.

We compare latent, continuous representations created using methods based on distributional semantics (LSI), topic models (LDA) and neural networks (word2vec, doc2vec, SERT). Vector spaces created using neural methods, such as doc2vec and SERT, systematically perform better at clustering than LSI, LDA and word2vec. When it comes to encoding entity relations, SERT performs best.

CCS CONCEPTS
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1 INTRODUCTION

The construction of latent entity representations is a recurring problem [11, 14, 19, 24, 60] in natural language processing and information retrieval. So far, entity representations are mostly learned from relations between entities [11, 60] for a particular task in a supervised setting [24]. How can we learn latent entity representations if (i) entities only have relations to documents in contrast to other entities (e.g., scholars are represented by the papers they authored), and (ii) there is a lack of labeled data?

As entities are characterized by documents that consist of words, can we use word embeddings to construct a latent entity representation? Distributed representations of words [25], i.e., word embeddings, are learned as part of a neural language model and have been shown to capture semantic [15] and syntactic regularities [39, 43]. In addition, word embeddings have proven to be useful as feature vectors for natural language processing tasks [51], where they have been shown to outperform representations based on frequentist distributional semantics [7]. A downside of word embeddings [8] is that they do not take into account the document a word sequence occurred in or the entity that generated it.

Le and Mikolov [29] address this problem by extending word2vec models to doc2vec by additionally modeling the document a phrase occurred in. That is, besides word embeddings they learn embeddings for documents as well. We can apply doc2vec to the entity representation problem by representing an entity as a pseudo-document consisting of all documents the entity is associated with. Recent advances in entity retrieval incorporate real-world structural relations between represented entities even though the representations are learned from text only. Van Gysel et al. [56] introduce a neural retrieval model (SERT) for an entity retrieval task. In addition to word embeddings, they learn representations for entities.

In this paper, we study the regularities contained within entity representations that are estimated, in an unsupervised manner, from texts and associations alone. Do they correspond to structural real-world relations between the represented entities? E.g., if the entities we represent are people, do these regularities correspond to collaborative and hierarchical structures in their domain (industrial, governmental or academic organizations in the case of experts)? Answers to these questions are valuable because if they allow us to better understand the inner workings of entity retrieval models and give important insights into the entity-oriented tasks they are used for [29]. In addition, future work can build upon these insights to extract structure within entity domains given only a document collection and entity-document relations so to complement or support structured information.

Our working hypothesis is that text-based entity representations encode regularities within their domain. To test this hypothesis we compare latent text-based entity representations learned by neural networks (word2vec, doc2vec, SERT), count-based entity vector representations constructed using Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), dimensionality-reduced adjacency representations (Graph PCA) and random representations sampled from a standard multivariate normal distribution. For evaluation purposes we focus on expert finding, a particular case of entity ranking. Expert finding is the task of finding the right person with the appropriate skills or knowledge [5], based on a document collection and associations between people and documents. These associations can be extracted using entity linking methods or from
document meta-data (e.g., authorship). Typical queries are descriptions of expertise areas, such as distributed computing, and expert search engines answer the question “Who are experts on distributed computing?” asked by people unfamiliar with the field.

Our main finding is that, indeed, semantic entity representations encode domain regularities. Entity representations can be used as feature vectors for clustering and that partitions correspond to structural groups within the entity domain. We also find that similarity between entity representations correlates with relations between entities. In particular, we show how representations of experts in the academic domain encode the co-author graph. Lastly, we show that one of the semantic representation learning methods, SERT, additionally encodes importance amongst entities and, more specifically, the hierarchy of scholars in academic institutions.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Representations and regularities

The idea that representations may capture linguistic and semantic regularities or even stereotyped biases that reflect everyday human culture has received considerable attention [13]. The idea of learning a representation of the elements of a discrete set of objects (e.g., words) is not new [25, 46]. However, it has only been since the turn of the last century that Neural Probabilistic Language Models (NPLM), which learn word embeddings as a side-effect of dealing with high-dimensional, sparse data. Neural network models have also been used for learning to rank [12, 20, 34].

As a particular instance of entity retrieval, expert finding became popular with the TREC Enterprise Track [50]. The task encompasses the retrieval of experts instead of documents. This is useful in enterprise settings, where employers seek to facilitate information exchange and stimulate collaboration [17]. Expert finding diverges from the generic entity retrieval task due to the lack of explicit relations between experts. Balog et al. [2] introduce language models for expert finding. In the maximum-likelihood language modeling paradigm, experts are represented as a normalized bag-of-words vector with additional smoothing. These vectors are high-dimensional and sparse due to the large vocabularies used in expert domains. Therefore, bag-of-words vectors are unsuited for use as representations as lower-dimensional and continuous vector spaces are preferred in machine learning algorithms [59]. Demartini et al. [19] introduce a framework for using document vector spaces in expert finding. Fang et al. [22] explore the viability of learning-to-rank methods in expert retrieval. van Dijk et al. [52] propose methods for detecting potential experts in community question-answering.

Van Gysel et al. [54, 56] propose a neural language modeling approach to expert finding; they also release the Semantic Entity Retrieval Toolkit (SERT) that we use in this paper. Closely related to expert finding is the task of expert profiling, of which the goal is to describe an expert by her areas of expertise [3], and similar expert finding [4]; see [5] for an overview.

2.2 Entity retrieval

Around 40% of web queries [44] and over 90% of academic search queries [33] concern entities. Entity-oriented queries express an information need that is better answered by returning specific entities as opposed to documents [6]. The entity retrieval task is characterized by a combination of (noisy) textual data and semi-structured knowledge graphs that encode relations between entities [21].

As a particular instance of entity retrieval, expert finding became popular with the TREC Enterprise Track [50]. The task encompasses the retrieval of experts instead of documents. This is useful in enterprise settings, where employers seek to facilitate information exchange and stimulate collaboration [17]. Expert finding diverges from the generic entity retrieval task due to the lack of explicit relations between experts. Balog et al. [2] introduce language models for expert finding. In the maximum-likelihood language modeling paradigm, experts are represented as a normalized bag-of-words vector with additional smoothing. These vectors are high-dimensional and sparse due to the large vocabularies used in expert domains. Therefore, bag-of-words vectors are unsuited for use as representations as lower-dimensional and continuous vector spaces are preferred in machine learning algorithms [59]. Demartini et al. [19] introduce a framework for using document vector spaces in expert finding. Fang et al. [22] explore the viability of learning-to-rank methods in expert retrieval. van Dijk et al. [52] propose methods for detecting potential experts in community question-answering.

Van Gysel et al. [54, 56] propose a neural language modeling approach to expert finding; they also release the Semantic Entity Retrieval Toolkit (SERT) that we use in this paper. Closely related to expert finding is the task of expert profiling, of which the goal is to describe an expert by her areas of expertise [3], and similar expert finding [4]; see [5] for an overview.

3 TEXT-BASED ENTITY VECTOR SPACES

For text-based entity retrieval tasks we are given a document collection $D$ and a set of entities $X$. Documents $d \in D$ consist of a sequence of words $w_1, \ldots, w_{|d|}$ originating from a vocabulary $V$, where $| \cdot |$ denotes the document length in number of words. For every document $d$ we have a set $X_d \subset X$ of associated entities ($X_d$ can be empty for some documents) and conversely $D_k \subset D$ consists of all documents associated with entity $x$. The associations between documents and experts can be obtained in multiple ways. E.g., named-entity recognition can be applied to the documents and mentions can subsequently be linked to entities. Or associations can be extracted from document meta-data (e.g., authorship).

Once determined, the associations between entities $X$ and documents $D$ encode a bipartite graph. If two entities $x_i, x_j \in X$ are associated with the same document, we say that $x_i$ and $x_j$ are co-associated. However, the semantics of a co-association are equivocal as the semantics of an association are ambiguous by itself (e.g.,
author vs. editor). Therefore, instead of relying solely on document associations, we use the textual data of associated documents to construct an entity representation.

Vector space models for document retrieval, such as LSI [18] or LDA [10], can be adapted to entity retrieval. We substantiate this for a specific entity retrieval task: expert finding. As there are many more documents than experts, it is not ideal to estimate a vector space directly on the expert-level using bag-of-word vectors (e.g., by representing every expert as a concatenation of its documents) due to data sparsity. Therefore, it is preferable to first estimate a vector space on the document collection and then use the obtained document representations to construct an entity vector. Demartini et al. [19] take an entity’s representation to be the sum of its documents:

\[ e_i = \sum_{d_j \in D_{x_i}} g(d_j), \]  

(1)

where \( e_i \) is the \( k \)-dimensional vector representation of entity \( x_i \in X \) and \( g \) is the function mapping a document to its vector space representation (e.g., LSI). The dimensionality \( k \) depends on the underlying vector space. For simple bag-of-words representations, \( k \) is equal to the number of words in the vocabulary. For latent vector spaces (e.g., LSI), the \( k \)-dimensional space encodes latent concepts and the choice of \( k \) is left to the user.

Vector space models for document retrieval are often constructed heuristically. E.g., Eq. 1 does not make optimal use of document-entity associations as document representations are added without taking into consideration the significance of words contained within them [35]. And if many diverse documents are associated with an expert, then Eq. 1 is likely to succumb to the noise in these vectors and yield meaningless representations.

To address this problem, Le and Mikolov [29] introduced doc2vec by adapting the word2vec models to incorporate the document a phrase occurs in. They optimize word and document embeddings jointly to predict a word given its context and the document the word occurs in. The key difference between word2vec and doc2vec is that the latter considers an additional meta-token in the context that represents the document. Instead of performing dimensionality reduction on bag-of-words representations, doc2vec learns representations from word phrases. Therefore, we use the doc2vec model to learn expert embeddings by representing every expert \( x_j \in X \) as a pseudo-document consisting of the concatenation of their associated documents \( D_{x_j} \).

A different neural language model architecture than doc2vec was proposed by Van Gysel et al. [56], specifically for the expert finding task. For a given word \( w_i \) and expert \( x_j \):

\[ \text{score}(w_i, x_j) = \exp \left( v_i^T \cdot e_j + b_j \right), \]  

(2)

where \( v_i \) (\( e_j \), resp.) are the latent \( k \)-dimensional representations of word \( w_i \) (and expert \( x_j \), respectively) and \( b_j \) is the bias scalar associated with expert \( x_j \). Eq. 2 can be interpreted as the unnormalized factor product of likelihood \( P(w_i \mid x_j) \) and prior \( P(x_j) \) in log-space. The score is then transformed to the conditional probability

\[ P(X = x_j \mid w_i) = \frac{\text{score}(w_i, x_j)}{\sum_{x_j \in X} \text{score}(w_i, x_j)}. \]

Unlike Eq. 1, the conditional probability distribution \( P(X = x_j \mid w_i) \) will be skewed towards relevant experts if the word \( w_i \) is significant as described by Luhn [35]. The parameters \( v_i, e_j \) and \( b_j \) are learned from the corpus using gradient descent. See [56] for details.

Our focus lies on representations of entities \( e_j \) and how these correspond to structures within their domains (i.e., organizations for experts). These representations are estimated using a corpus only and can be interpreted as vectors in word embedding space that correspond to entities (i.e., people) instead of words.

## 4 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

### 4.1 Research questions

We investigate regularities within text-based entity vector spaces, using expert finding as our concrete test case, and ask how these representations correspond to structure in their respective domains. We seek to answer the following research questions:

**RQ1** Do clusterings of text-based entity representations reflect the structure of their domains?

Many organizations consist of smaller groups, committees or teams of experts who are appointed with a specific role. When we cluster expert representations, do the clusters correspond to these groups?

**RQ2** To what extent do different text-based entity representation methods encode relations between entities?

The associations within expert domains encode a co-association graph structure. To what extent do the different expertise models encode this co-association between experts? In particular, if we rank experts according to their nearest neighbors, how does this ranking correspond to the academic co-author graph?

### 4.2 Expert finding collections

We use publicly-available expert finding collections provided by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and Tilburg University (TU); see Table 1.

**W3C.** The W3C collection was released as part of the 2005–2006 editions of the TREC Enterprise Track [16]. It contains a heterogeneous crawl of W3C’s website (June 2004) and consists of mailing lists and discussion boards among others. In the 2005 edition, TREC released a list of working groups and their members. Each working group is appointed to study and report on a particular aspect of the World Wide Web to enable the W3C to pursue its mission. We use the associations provided by Van Gysel et al. [56], which they gathered by applying named entity recognition and linking these mentions to a list of organization members, as proposed by Balog et al. [2].

**TU.** The TU collection consists of a crawl of a university’s internal website and contains bi-lingual documents, such as academic publications, course descriptions and personal websites [9]. The document-candidate associations are part of the collection. For every member of the academic staff, their academic title is included as part of the collection.
We investigate regularities within latent text-based entity vector spaces. In particular, we first build latent representations for experts and ground these in the structure of the organizations where these experts are active. First, we cluster latent expert representations using different clustering techniques and compare the resulting clusters to committees in a standards organization of the World Wide Web (RQ1). We continue by investigating to what extent these representations encode entity relations (RQ2). We complement the answers to our research questions with an analysis of the prior (the scalar bias in Eq. 2) associated with every expert in one of the models we consider, SERT, and compare this to their academic rank.

### 5.1 Answers to research questions

**RQ1 Do clusterings of text-based entity representations reflect the structure of their domains?**

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) consists of various working groups. Each working group is responsible for a particular aspect of the WWW and consists of two or more experts. We use these working groups as ground truth for evaluating the ability of expert representations to encode similarity. The W3C working groups are special committees that are established to produce a particular deliverable [45, p. 492] and are a way to gather experts from around the organization who share areas of expertise and who would otherwise not directly communicate. Working groups are non-hierarchical in nature and represent clusters of experts. Therefore, they can be used to evaluate to what extent entity representations can be used as feature vectors for clustering.

We cluster expert representations using $K$-means [36]. While $K$-means imposes strong assumptions on cluster shapes (convexity and isotropism), it is still very popular today due to its linear time complexity, geometric interpretation and absence of hard to choose hyper-parameters (unlike spectral variants or DBSCAN). We cluster expert representations of increasing dimensionality $k$ ($k = 2^i$ for $5 \leq i < 9$) using a linear sweep over the number of clusters $K$ ($10^0 \leq K < 10^4$).

During evaluation we transform working group memberships to a hard clustering of experts by assigning every expert to the smallest working group to which they belong as we wish to find specialized clusters contrary to general clusters that contain many experts. We then use Adjusted Mutual Information, an adjusted-for-chance variant of Normalized Information Distance [58], to compare both clusterings. Adjusting for chance is important as non-adjusted measures (such as BCubed precision/recall\(^4\)) as presented
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Note: The text is a continuation of the previous page, which contains some technical details and analysis. The table provided seems to be about expert finding collections (W3C and TU), but it is not fully visible or included in the image provided.
Adjusted Mutual Information

![Figure 1: Comparison of clustering capabilities of expert representations (random, Graph PCA, LSI, LDA, word2vec, doc2vec and SERT) using K-means for $10^1 \leq K \leq 10^2$ (y-axis). The x-axis shows the dimensionality of the representations and the z-axis denotes the Adjusted Mutual Information.](image)

by Amigó et al. [1]) have the tendency to take on a higher value for a larger value of $K$. Performing the adjustment allows us to compare clusterings for different values of $K$. We repeat the $K$-means clustering 10 times with different centroids initializations and report the average.

Figure 1 shows the clustering capabilities of the different representations for different values of $K$ and vector space dimensionality. Ignoring the random baseline, representations built using word2vec perform worst. This is most likely due to the fact that document representations for word2vec are constructed by averaging individual word vectors. Next up, we observe a tie between LSI and LDA. Interestingly enough, the baseline that only considers entity-document associations and does not take into account textual content, Graph PCA, outperforms all representations constructed from document-level vector space models (Eq. 1). Furthermore, doc2vec and SERT perform best, regardless of vector space dimensionality, and consistently outperform the other representations. If we look at the vector space dimensionality, we see that the best clustering is created using 128-dimensional vector spaces. Considering the number of clusters, we see that doc2vec and SERT peak at about 40 to 60 clusters. This corresponds closely to the number of ground-truth clusters. The remaining representations (word2vec, LSI, LDA, Graph PCA) only seem to plateau in terms of clustering performance at $K = 100$, far below the clustering performance of the doc2vec and SERT representation methods.

To answer our first research question, we conclude that expert representations can be used to discover structure within organizations. However, the quality of the clustering varies greatly and the use of more advanced methods (i.e., doc2vec or SERT) is recommended.

**RQ2** To what extent do different text-based entity representation methods encode relations between entities?

The text-based entity representation problem is characterized by a bipartite graph of entities and documents where an edge denotes an entity-document association. This differs from entity finding settings where explicit entity-entity relations are available and fits into the scenario where representations have to be constructed from unstructured text only. If latent text-based entity representations encode co-associations, then we can use this insight for (1) a better understanding of text-based entity representation models, and (2) the usability of latent text-based entity representations as feature vectors in scenarios where relations between entities are important.

We evaluate the capacity of text-based expert representations to encode co-associations by casting the problem as a ranking task. Contrary to typical expert finding, where we rank experts according to their relevance to a textual query, for the purpose of answering RQ2, we rank experts according to their cosine similarity w.r.t. a query expert [4]. This task shares similarity with content-based recommendation based on unstructured data [42].

In expert finding collections, document-expert associations can indicate many things. For example, in the W3C collection, entity-document associations are mined from expert mentions [2]. However, for the TU collection, we know that a subset of associations correspond to academic paper authorship. Therefore, we construct ranking ground-truth from paper co-authorship and take the relevance label of an expert to be the number of times the expert was a co-author with the query expert (excluding the query expert themselves). Our intention is to determine to what extent latent entity representations estimated from text can reconstruct the original co-author graph. Given that we estimate the latent entity representations using the complete TU document collection, by design, our evaluation is contained within our training set for the purpose of this analysis.

Table 2 shows NDCG and R-Precision [37, p. 158] for various representation models and dimensionality. SERT performs significantly better than the other representations methods (except for the 256-dimensional representations where significance was not achieved w.r.t. LDA). SERT is closely followed by word2vec (of which both variants score only slightly worse than SERT), LDA and LSI. The count-based distributional methods (LSI, LDA) perform better as the dimensionality of the representations increases. This is contrary to SERT, where retrieval performance is very stable across dimensionalities. Interestingly, doc2vec performs very poorly at reconstructing the co-author graph and is even surpassed
Table 2: Retrieval performance (NDCG and R-Precision) when ranking experts for a query expert by the cosine similarity of expert representations (random, Graph PCA, LSI, LDA, word2vec, doc2vec and SERT) for the TU expert collection (§4.2) for an increasing representation dimensionality. The relevance labels are given by the number of times two experts were co-authors of academic papers. Significance of results is determined using a two-tailed paired Student t-test (* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01) between the best performing model and second best performing method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensionality k = 32</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>128</th>
<th>256</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NDCG</td>
<td>R-Precision</td>
<td>NDCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph PCA</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word2vec-sg</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word2vec-cbow</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc2vec</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERT</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.29***</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by the Graph PCA baseline. This is likely due to the fact that doc2vec is trained on expert profiles and is not explicitly presented with document-expert associations. The difference in performance between doc2vec and SERT for RQ2 reflects a difference in architecture: while SERT is directly optimized to discriminate between entities, doc2vec models entities as context in addition to language. Hence, similarities and dissimilarities between entities are preserved much better by SERT.

We answer our second research question as follows. Latent text-based entity representations do encode information about entity relations. However, there is a large difference in the performance of different methods. SERT seems to encode the entity co-associations better than other methods, by achieving the highest performance independent of the vector space dimensionality.

5.2 Analysis of the expert prior in SERT

One of the semantic models that we consider, SERT, learns a prior \( P(X) \) over entities. The remaining representation learning methods do not encode an explicit entity prior. It might be possible to extract a prior from generic entity vector spaces, e.g., by examining the deviation from the mean representation for every entity. However, developing such prior extraction methods is a topic of study by itself and is out of scope for this paper.

In the case of expert finding, this prior probability encodes a belief over experts without observing any evidence (i.e., query terms in SERT). Which structural information does this prior capture? We now investigate the regularities encoded within this prior and link it back to the hierarchy among scholars in the Tilburg University collection. We estimate a SERT model on the whole TU collection and extract the prior probabilities:

\[
P(X = x_i) = \frac{\exp(b_i)}{\sum_l \exp(b_l)},
\]

where \( b \) is the bias vector of the SERT model in Eq. 2.

For 666 out of 977 experts in the TU collection we have ground truth information regarding their academic rank [9]. Figure 2 shows box plots of the prior probabilities, learned automatically by the SERT model from only text and associations, grouped by academic rank. Interestingly, the prior seems to encode the hierarchy amongst scholars at Tilburg University, e.g., Post-docs are ranked higher than PhD students. This is not surprising as it is quite likely that higher-ranked scholars have more associated documents.

The prior over experts in SERT encodes rank within organizations. As mentioned earlier, this is not surprising, as experts (i.e., academics in this experiment) of higher rank tend to occur more frequently in the expert collection. This observation unveils interesting insights about the expert finding task and consequently models targeted at solving it. Unlike unsupervised ad-hoc document retrieval where we assume a uniform prior and normalized document lengths, the prior over experts in the expert finding task is of much greater importance. In addition, we can use this insight to gain a better understanding of the formal language models for expertise retrieval [2]. Balog et al. [2] find that, for the expert finding task, the document-oriented language model performs better than a entity-oriented language model. However, the document-oriented model [2] will rank experts with more associated documents higher than experts with few associated documents. On the contrary, the entity-oriented model of Balog et al. [2], imposes a uniform prior over experts. SERT is an entity-oriented model and performs better than the formal document-oriented language model [56]. This is likely due to the fact that SERT learns an empirical prior over entities instead of making an assumption of uniformity, in addition to its entity-oriented perspective.

In the case of general entity finding, the importance of the number of associated documents might be of lesser importance. Other sources of prior information, such as link analysis [41], recency [23] and user interactions [48], can be a better way of modeling entity importance than the length of entity descriptions.

\(^{5}126 \text{ PhD Students, 49 Postdoctoral Researchers, 210 Assistant Professors, 89 Associate Professors and 190 Full Professors; we filtered out academic ranks that only occur once in the ground-truth, namely Scientific Programmer and Research Coordinator.\)
We discover that text-based representations retain co-associations used to discover groups inherent to an organization. We have evaluated the capacity of text-based expert representations to obtain clusters with a ground-truth partitioning. No information about the organization is presented to the algorithms. Instead, these regularities are extracted by the documents associated with entities and published within the organization. Furthermore, we have evaluated the capacity of text-based expert representations to encode co-associations by casting the problem as a ranking task. We discover that text-based representations retain co-associations up to different extents. In particular, we find that SERT entity representations encode the co-association graph better than the other representation learning methods. We conclude that this is due to the fact that SERT representations are directly optimized to discriminate between entities. Lastly, we have shown that the prior probabilities learned by semantic models encode further structural information. That is, we find that the prior probability over experts (i.e., members of an academic institution), learned as part of a SERT model, encodes academic rank. In addition, we discuss the similarities between SERT and the document-oriented language model [2] and find that the document association prior plays an important role in expert finding.

Our findings have shown insight into how different text-based entity representation methods behave in various applications. In particular, we find that the manner in which entity-document associations are encoded plays an important role. That is, representation learning methods that directly optimize the representation of the entity seem to perform best. When considering different neural representation learning models (doc2vec and SERT), we find that their difference in architecture allows them to encode different regularities: doc2vec models an entity as context in addition to language, whereas SERT learns to discriminate between entities given their language. Thus, doc2vec can more adequately model the topical nature of entities, while SERT more closely captures the similarities and dissimilarities between entities. In the case of expert finding, we find that the amount of textual data associated with an expert is a principal measure of expert importance.

Future work includes the use of text-based entity representations in end-to-end applications. For example, in social networks these methods can be applied to cluster users in addition to network features [53, 57], or to induce graphs based on thread participation or hashtag usage. In addition, text-based entity representations can be used as item feature vectors in recommendation systems. Beyond text-only entity collections, there is also a plenitude of applications where entity relations are available. While there has been some work on learning latent representations from entity relations [11, 60], there has not been much attention given to combining textual evidence and entity relations. Therefore, we identify two additional directions for future work. First, an analysis showing in what capacity entity representations estimated from text alone encode entity-entity relations (beyond the co-associations considered in this work). Secondly, the incorporation of entity-entity similarity in the construction of latent entity representations.
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